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1.  GLACIAL ADVANCE IN YANKTI KUNTI VALLEY SYNCHRONISES 

WITH CLIMATE VARIABILITY 

CONTEXT:                            

Multiple events of glacial advances have been 

witnessed from the Yankti Kuti valley situated 

in the extreme eastern part of Pithoragarh 

district, Uttarakhand, since 52 thousand years 

(MIS 3) that synchronises with climate 

variability, according to a new study. 

MORE ON NEWS:           

ü Scientists of the Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology, an autonomous institute of 

the Department of Science and Technology. 

ü It has reported first time the oldest glacial advance during 52 Kilo years  from the 

Central Himalaya, as the evidence of glacial advance during the Last Glacial 

Maxima and subsequently younger time periods have already been reported from 

many parts of the Central Himalaya.   

ü They found that moisture-deficient valleys of semi-arid Himalayan regions 

respond sensitively to enhance precipitation. The study suggests a regional 

synchronicity of glacier response to climate variability since MIS 3. 

ü The research published provides a robust chronology and climatic evidence 

indicating significant ice volume depicted by the height of glacial material (moraine) 

during MIS 3.  

ü The study can help enhance the existing knowledge of the relationship between 

Himalayan climate and glacier dynamics and can help assessing the role of Indian 

Summer Monsoon (ISM) versus westerlies in driving the valley glaciers in the Central 

Himalayan region. 

MIS 3 

· The term MIS 3 refers to the 

alternating warm and cool 

periods that occurred during 

the Earth’s Palaeoclimate 

found through oxygen isotope 

data reflecting temperature 

fluctuations.  



ü Kuti Valley is a Himalayan valley situated in the Pithoragarh District, Kumaon 

division of the Uttarakhand state of India.  

ü Located in the eastern part of Uttarakhand, it is the last valley before the border 

with Tibet.  
 

 

2. SCULPTURES OF TAMILNADU 

CONTEXT:  

Ten antiquities (sculptures) retrieved from Australia and the United States were handed over 

to the Government of Tamil Nadu.  

SOME OF THE RETURNED ANTIQUITIES: 

DVARAPALA: 

ü This stone sculpture belongs to the Vijayanagar dynasty dating to the 15th-16th 

century.  

ü He is holding a gada in one hand and has another leg raised up to the level of his 

knee.  

NATARAJA: 

ü Nataraja, a depiction of Shiva, in his divine cosmic dance form, is in tribhanga 

posture, standing on the lotus pedestal.  

ü It is dateable to the 11th-12th century. Possibly, ananda tandava or the Dance of 

Bliss is portrayed here.   

KANKALAMURTHI: 

ü The sculpture is four-armed, holding ayudhas such as damaru and trishula in the 

upper hands and a bowl and a trefoil shaped object, as a treat for the playful fawn, 

in the lower right hand.  

ü The idol is dateable to the 12th-13th century. 

ABOUT YANKTI KUTI VALLEY: 



ü This bronze image of Nandikeshvara, dateable to the 13th century, is shown 

standing in tribhanga posture with folded arms, holding an axe and a fawn in the 

upper arms, with his forearms in namaskara mudra. 

FOUR-ARMED VISHNU: 

ü The sculpture has Lord Vishnu standing on a padma pedestal holding attributes 

such as shankha and chakra in two hands; while the lower right hand is in 

abhaya mudra. 

GODDESS PARVATI: 

ü The image depicts a Chola-period sculpture dateable to the 11th century.   

ü She is shown holding a lotus in the left hand whereas the right is hanging down 

near her kati.   

STANDING CHILD SAMBANDAR: 

ü Sambandar, the popular 7th-century child saint, is one of the Muvar, the three 

principal saints of South India. The sculpture is dateable to the 11th century.   

ü The legend goes that after receiving a bowl of milk from Goddess Uma, the infant 

Sambandar devoted his life to composing hymns in praise of Lord Shiva. 

ü The sculpture displays the saint’s childlike quality, while also empowering him 

with the maturity and authority of a spiritual leader. 

 

 
 

3. INDIA PERFORMANCE DECLINE IN  SDG PREPAREDNESS 

CONTEXT:  

India is not placed well to achieve the United Nations-mandated Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDG) and its preparedness has worsened over the years in comparison with other 

countries, a new report showed. India’s rank in the global Sustainable Development 

Report, 2022 has slipped for the third consecutive year.   

NANDIKESHVARA: 



 

MORE ON NEWS:           

ü The country continues to face major challenges in achieving 11 of the 17 SDGs, 

which has pushed down its global ranking on SDG preparedness. 

ü The progress in around 10 of these goals is similar to those in 2021. These include 

SDG 2 on ending hunger, SDG 3 on good health and well being and SDG 6 on 

clean water and sanitation.  

ü But ensuring decent 

work (SDG 8) has 

become more 

challenging, the 

report showed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SDR REPORT 

· The Sustainable Development Report 2021 

(SDR2021) presents data on countries’ performance 

against the SDGs. It includes the sixth edition of 

the global SDG Index and Dashboards 

· It is not an official SDG monitoring tool, but 

instead complements efforts conducted by national 

statistical offices and international organizations to 

collect and standardize SDG indicators 

· SDR2021 presents the most up-to date data 

available using both official data sources (United 

Nations, World Bank, etc.) and non-official data 

sources (research institutions and non-

governmental organizations) 

 



4. ALSO IN NEWS 

 

 

THE OIC 

 

ü The OIC is the second largest intergovernmental 

organisation after the United Nations with a membership of 

57 states. 

ü It is the collective voice of the Muslim world. 

ü It endeavors to safeguard and protect the interests of the 

Muslim world in the spirit of promoting international peace 

and harmony among various people of the world. 

ü The Organisation of the Islamic Conference was 

established by the First Islamic Summit Conference held 

in Morocco in September 1969, to marshal the Islamic 

world after an act of arson at the Al-Aqsa Mosque in 

Jersualem by a 28-year-old Australian in 1969. 

ü Headquarters: Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 

  

 

BULLET TRAIN 

 

ü Union Railway Minister said the government is confident of 

running the country’s first bullet train project by 2026.  

ü There is no standard definition of bullet trains or high-

speed railways, but a railway system designed for speeds 

above 250kmph is often called high-speed railway. 

ü As of now, only 16 nations have high-speed railways. 

ü The first high-speed rail was inaugurated in 1964 in 

Japan between Tokyo and Osaka. It was given the name 

Shinkansen ‘bullet train’ (named for its shape), and could 

reach a speed of 210 kmph. 

ü India and Japan jointly laid the foundation stone of the 

Mumbai-Ahmedabad High Speed Rail (MAHSR) project, 

popularly known as the bullet train in 2017. 
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